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SUMMARY

The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics (OASD, MRAL) plans

to improve productivity by taking advantage of recent tech-

nological advances in the following areas: video telecon-

ferencir~g facilities, database management, and word process-

ing systems. The benefits of technological advancement

cannot be obtained without considerable investment. To make

the most cost-effective decisions, MRAL has contracted for

several studies in the three areas listed above. This

report describes work performed by Decisions and Designs,

Inc. (DDI) to investigate the costs and benefits of a large

number of video teleconferencing configurations. The pur-

pose of this investigation was twofold: to find those

configurations which best match the needs of MRAL, and hence

offer the greatest benefit given the amount invested; and to

document the benefits of various teleconferencing systems to

determine the overall value derived from teleconferencing.

A video teleconferencing system is a complex one com-

prising many relatively independent parts. Each system

component may vary in degree of sophistication. The compo-

nents may be organized in the following four general areas:

1) the audio-visual channel connecting the conferees;

2) the capability to display and store data;

3) the number of sites; and

4) the central switching and storage facilities.

Decision-analytic tech.-iques were used to identify those

areas in which the greatest enhancements in performance
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could be obtained for the least cost. The methodology

provides a framework for making decisions in which a limited

resource must be allocated among competing programs.

The results of the analysis indicate that a substantial

proportion of the benefits possible through system enhance-

ments may be obtained through a relatively small investment

cost. Particularly cost-effective enhancements include the

following:

a) increasing the number of sites; V

b) enhancing audio-visual communication between con-

ferees except for color video; and

C) enhancing central features.

There was great variation in the cost-effectiveness of
enhancements cf the capability to store and display data,

but all enhancements in this area were less cost-effective

than enhancements in the above three areas. The results of

this analysis were insensitive to changes in the values of

key model parameters.

The second analysis examined selected teleconference

systems to determine which, if any, should be procured by

MRAL. Systems were evaluated an sixteen attributes describ-
ing costs and benefits affecting the teleconference decision.

The results indicate that procurement of a video teleconfer-

ence system may be justified by the benefits. This result

is highly sensitive to the relative importance of the bene-

fits of teleconferencing, chiefly those due to time savings.

The results of these analyses lead to two recommenda-

tions. First, MRAL should examine the benefits from tele-

conference to determine if the estimates used in this

v



analysis are reasonable and to pinpoint the expected bene-

fits within the range of reasonable values. Second, if the

expected benefits fall near the center of the range used in

this analysis, the analysis would recommend the procurement

of a twelve-site video teleconference system as outlined in

this report. If the benefit is low, then MRAL should not

procure a teleconference system, or it should consider an

audio teleconference system. If the benefit is higher, a

larger teleconference system, such as the thirty-five-site

system, should be considered.

In addition to the teleconference evaluation, this

contract supported a two-day working session conducted at

Decisions and Designs, Inc. (DDI) on 5-6 August 1980.

During the meetings, decision-analytic techniques were

applied to the evaluation of potential alternative educa-

tional assistance programs. A cost-benefit model was devel-

oped that provided for a comparison of alternative program

designs. The results of the analysis were presented in an

interim report delivered to MRAL.
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EVALUATION OF VIDEO TELECONFERENCE SYSTEMS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recent technological advances have made it possible to

improve greatly the productivity of the Office of the Assis-

tant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and

Logistics (OASD, MRAL). Developments in several areas make

these improvements possible in all levels of management:

o Office video teleconferencinq facilities give top-

level MRAL officials the capability for high-

quality communication without the high costs of

scheduling and travel.

o Database management systems allow rapid access to

information and poignant analysis of its implica-

tions.

o Advanced word processing and other electronic

equipment of the office of the future provide for

timely production, editing, and distribution of

information.

The benefits of technological advancement cannot be

obtained without considerable investment. In planning for

future growth in technology, MRAL must carefully weigh the

potential benefits of each technological advancement against

its overall cost. In addition, advanced technologies must

be designed to obtain the greatest benefit for the amount

invested. To make informed decisions in these areas, MRAL

has contracted for several studies regarding office of the

future, database management, and teleconferencing.



This report describes work done by Decisions and Designs,

Inc. (DDI) to investigate the costs and benefits of a large

number of video teleconferencing configurations. The purpose

of this investigation was to find those configurations which

best match the needs of MRAL, and hence offer the greatest

benefit given the amount invested. The approach used DDI's

expertise in teleconferencing and in the methodology of
decision analysis. Decision analysis is a set of techniques

which aid a decision maker in solving decision problems when

faced with complexity, conflict, or risk. The specific
methodology used provides a framework for making decisions

in which a limited resource must be allocated among compet-

ing programs. This methodology is often used for problems

of budgeting and system design.

A more detailed analysis was performed on selected
cost-efficient system designs. This analysis sought to

document the costs and benefits of the systems so that

benefit could be quantified. The results of the analysis

allow MRAL to ascertain whether the benefits from the tele-

conference systems analyzed justify the costs. In addition,
the results can form the basis for comparing the benefits

obtained from investments in teleconference with those from

investments in other areas.

A video teleconferencing system is a complex one com-

prising many relatively independent parts. Each system

component may vary in degree of sophistication. The com-

ponents may be organized in the following four general

areas:

(1) The audio-visual channel connecting the conferees -

Enhancements in this area include large-screen

color displays, virtual space organization, and

inclusion of sufficient displays to accommodate
large meetings.
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(2) Data display and storage - This capability may be

enhanced in a variety of ways, including providing

color graphic displays with overlay control, high-

lighting, variety of input sources, and local

video storage.

(3) Number of sites - The number of sites may be as

low as four and as high as thirty-five.

(4) Central switching and storage sophistication.

Enhancements in this area include providing a

variety of central inputs to the data display

system such as optical and magnetic video disks,

and video tapes.

With such a large number of independent system choices,

there are many thousands or even millions of potential systems

designs. Sections 2.0 and 3.0 describe a decision-analytic

model developed to reduce the number of designs by identifying

those offering the greatest benefits for any cost. This much

smaller number of cost-efficient designs may be used as a menu

from which to select a final teleconference system design.

The general procedure used to structure the problem, assess

costs and benefits, and identify cost-efficient designs is

detailed in Section 2.0. The application of this procedure

to the problem at hand, as well as the results of the anal-

ysis, are presented in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 offers the

detailed analysis of the costs and benefits of selected cost

efficient systems. Finally, Section 5.0 states the conclu-

sion of the analyses and presents recommendations.
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2.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH TO RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The major problem in video teleconference system de-

sign identified above is the efficient allocation of limited

investment resources to obtain the maximum benefit for the

investment cost. The technical approach to this problem is

described below.

2.1 General Approach

One of DMI's methodological approaches to resource

allocation is benefit-cost analysis. The modeling software

used to implement this approach is called "Design." Desiqn's

basic building block is a "variable"; a Desican variable is

one of the proiects/programs competing for limited resources.

In this case, the Design variables are the system components

which may be more or less sophisticated. Each competing

variable is itself defined in terms of "levels" describing

increasingly costly options for it; one level must be selected

by the decision maker for each variable. 'inally, each level

is described in terms of its cost (resource use) and benefits

relative to other levels. A fully defined collection of

Design variables that compete for the same resource is called

a Design "model." In addition to the foregoing structural

definitions, any resource allocation decision, that is, any

choice of one level for each variable in the model, is called

a "package."

Building a Design model involves identifying a set of

variables and levels and assessing costs and benefits for

each level so that the total cost and benefit for any package

may be calculated. A simple version of the Design methodoloqv

assumes that the costs and benefits for different variables

are independent. This means that a single cost and benefit

4



may be assigned to each level so that the cost and benefit

package is the sum of the costs and benefits of its constit-

uent levels.

The necessary conditions for intervariable independence

do not hold for the present case or for any problem in which

there are variables representing both quantity and quality.

For example, the cost cf equipping twelve sites with video

teleconference stations depends on the cost of the indivi-

dual stations. However, individual station cost depends on

the levels chosen for several Design variables.

The interaction mentioned above has two implications on

the nature of the calculations which derive the cost and

benefit of a package from those of each of a number of

levels. The first implication is that the variables must be

evaluated in a fixed order. The cost of a given number of

teleconference sites cannot be assessed until the quality of

the sites has been determined. The second implication is

that certain variables have costs or benefits which serve to

multiply the costs or benefits already assessed. In the ex-

ample, there may be a fixed cost for a given number of

sites, but the major cost is just the cost of a single site

multiplied by the number of sites. The Design methodology

used for this problem considers both fixed and variable

costs for each Design variable.

The Design methodology and software have several func-

tions in evaluation of system configurations:

o to organize, display, and update experts' judg-

ments about the relative costs and benefits on

each level of each variable in the model;

o to display the overall cost and benefit of any one

package compared to other packages;

5



o to compute and display the "efficient frontier" of

designs for the model, i.e., those key designs

among all possible designs that provide maximum

benefit for the amount of resources they use; these

designs are the key options to consider, but they

are difficult to find without the computer's

assistance;

o to display the levels of each variable for designs

providing the greatest benefit for any given level

of overall resource expenditure; and

o to compare different designs proposed by decision

makers with more efficient designs that either

cost less and provide the same overall benefit or

provide more benefit for the same cost.

This technical approach serves to organize the options

of experts on a variety of technical issues so that decision

makers may determine the implications of these judgments on

critical decision variables. Furthermore, it reduces the

huge number of potential designs under consideration to a

reasonable set of cost-efficient designs.

2.2 Procedural Steps

There are four steps involved in the development of a

Design model: structuring the problem, assessing costs and

benefits, identifying cost-efficient options, and exercising

the model. Although these steps are listed in their logical

order, there are usually many interactions among them. That

is, problems encountered in assessing values may lead to re-

structuring the model, and exercise of the model may lead to

changing the assessed values or even the problem structure.

6



2.2.1 Structure the problem - The task of problem

structuring involves determining the set of variables and

levels which characterize the range in sophistication avail-

able in the system design. The problem must be structured

in a way compatible with the methods of analysis; that is,

necessary independence conditions must be met. One useful

way of arriving at a problem structure is by defining a

baseline or least sophisticated system and a "gold plated"

or most sophisticated system. These two systems define the

upper and lower limits of acceptable system designs. Dif-

ferences between these two systems often suggest the vari-

ables to be considered. For each variable, then, levels are

defined which are intermediate between the baseline and the

"gold plated."

2.2.2 Assess costs and benefits - The second step in

model development is the assessment of model parameters.

This step involves determining the dependencies between

variables and the consequent order of variable evaluation,

assessing fixed and variable costs and benefits for each

level, and recording rationale for the assessments made.

For each level there are two cost and two benefit parameters.

Two of the parameters are a fixed cost and a fixed benefit.

The other two are cost and benefit multipliers. The m,,lti-

pliers serve the dual functions of specifying the relative

importance of benefits associated with different variables

and describing the nature of the interactions between vari-

ables. Details of the assessment procedure are discussed in

the next section along with the teleconference Design model.

2.2.3 Identify cost-efficient allocations - The set of

cost-efficient allocations of resources is identified by

using the costs and benefits assessed. The cost-efficient

allocations are those which are not inferior to another

allocation in both cost and benefit. That is, a package is

7



cost-efficient if there is no other package that is both

less costly and more beneficial.

2.2.4 Exercise the model - Proposed allocations are

compared to the set of optimal allocations. Sensitivity of

allocations to model inputs is examined until the experts

involved are satisfied with the model inputs and the resul-

tant model allocations. Exercise of the model may lead to

changes in the assessed costs and benefits or even to changes

in problem structure.
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3.0 THE TELECONFERENCE DESIGN MODEL

The model described in this section has the same struc-

ture as the model described in the interim report for this

contract. It differs in several details from that model in

that refined estimates were obtained for the costs of system

components. Changes in cost did not substantially affect

the results of the analysis.

3.1 The Model Structure

The analysis of teleconference system designs begins

with the identification of factors that can vary from one

design to another. Collectively these factors, or vari-

ables, are called the structure of a design model. Even-

tually, once the costs and benefits of these design changes

are assessed, a cost/benefit analysis of the alternative

designs can be conducted.

Figure 3-1 depicts the general design for a telecon-

ference system. At the core is a central video switching

unit that routes the information to and from various tele-

conferencing sites. There can be any number of such sites.

In addition, the sites can differ in terms of whether or not

a connection to a staff is available. Although the figure

suggests that both types of sites will exist within a single

design, the current model does not actually permit this pos-
sibility. Instead, all sites are specified as having a com-

mon design, which may or may not include a staff. This

should become clearer as the model structure unfolds.

Figure 3-2 presents the basic strategy behind the con-

struction of the teleconference design model. It is essen-

tially a hierarchical decomposition of the overall design

analysis into several subordinate analyses. The overall

9
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design consists of both an analysis of central switching

features and an analysis of the peripherals that will be

supported. The peripheral design consists of a determina-

tion of the number of peripheral sites and the quality of

these sites. And, finally, the quality of any site is

provided by an analysis of the confereee surrogate (the

equipment for providing interpersonal communication) and an

analysis of the shared graphical work space (SGWS; a monitor

that is used like a blackboard for presenting graphical in-

formation). Each of these analyses is discussed below

starting with the lowest level models.

3.1.1 The surrogates model - The model for the surro-

gates design consists of four factors, which are depicted in

Figure 3-3. The first of these factors addresses the issues
of how many surrogates will be provided. This, of course,

determines the maximum number of participants in a telecon-

ference.

The baseline surrogate design consists of all

that is needed to conduct a simple teleconference: two

black and white monitors using small screens. One video

camera at each station provides the input to the monitors,

and a microphone and two speakers are provided. (Elabora-

tions upon this simple design are discussed below.) The
maximum level was designated as five surrogates because of

the'difficulty of arranging so many monitors in front of a

conferee.

The next factor of the surrogates model is con-
cerned with whether eye contact will be available. To obtain

eye contact, it is necessary to associate a camera with each

video monitor. Thus, each viewer can receive the image of

the camera associated with the monitor containing his

image. The alternative is to provide only one camera at a

station and route this single image to all conferees.

12
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An additional benefit besides eye contact is the

sense of spatiality that has been dubbed "virtual space."

Given a camera for each monitor and assuming a generally

circular arrangement of the monitors, it is possible to en-

hance the impression that all conferees are seated at a cir-

cular table. This is done by carefully routing the video

images so that each conferee receives and transmits images

in a consistent manner. Thus, if one conferee has another's

image to his right, then the second conferee will have the

first conferee's image to his left. Maintaining this sense

of spatiality helps the conferees to determine who is beina

addressed at any instant.

The final two factors of the surroqates model

are quite straightforward. The first simply reflects the

possibility of obtaining black and white or color monitors.

The second reflects the possibility of different size

monitors.

3.1.2 The SGWS model - The shared graphical work space

(S t S) permits conferees to display information for discus-

sion. A baseline SGWS is envisioned as consisting of an

overhead camera at each station, which can be used to pick

up information for display on black and white monitors in

front of each conferee. This simple SGWS is quite austere,

and the purpose of the SGWS model is to determine how the

SCWS could be improved.

The SrWS model consists of the seven factors de-

picted in Figure 3-4. The first of these factors addresses

the question of how the user will control the SGWS. At the

simplest level this is a matter of providing switches to

turn the camera on and off. At the next level a keyboard

can be added, which now permits the user to access and con-

trol a computer. This would allow data in the computer to

be routed to the SGWS. The next level of refinement is to

14
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add a touchscreen, allowing easier interaction with a com-

puter and permitting highlighting of the SGWS display. The

final improvement is to add a data tablet, which permits a

natural medium for drawing sketches.

The primary monitor factor captures two ways in

which the primary monitor of the SGWS can vary. On the one

hand this monitor can be either a black and white or color

CRT. On the other, it can be either a simple raster device

or it can have a frame buffer. A frame buffer stores a

video image and automatically refreshes the CRT. In addi-

tion, it can be quite useful for mixina different types of

video information, e.g., highlighting, split screens, etc.

The preview monitor is a second CRT that permits

a conferee to examine his material before he transmits it to

the teleconference. In addition to the issues of color and

frame buffer identified above, there is also a question of

whether a preview monitor is necessary. Thus, the five

levels for this SGWS factor begin by assuming no preview

monitor and then proceed through the same four levels iden-

tified for the primary monitor.

The control monitor is a third CRT that could be

provided at a teleconference station. This monitor provides

a simple alphanumeric display and would be used to communi-

cate with a computer. Another potential use for this monitor

is to convey printed messages between the conferees.

An important capability for the SGWS is the

ability to store video images that have been presented on

the SGWS. While it can be assumed that a central storage

facility will be available, it is conceivable that the indi-

vidual conferees will want a local storage facility. This

could be used either for storing briefing materials or for

documenting a meeting.
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Another important capability is the creation of

hard copy of an SGWS display. As with the storage facility,

it can be assumed that a central hard copy capability is

available. The issue is whether local hard copy in either

black and white or color is desirable.

The final factor in the SGWS model is that of

control locus. Given the potential complexity of the SGWS,

it is likely that a staff will be needed to reap its full

benefit. In the event that a staff is added, a communica-

tion link between it and the principal will be provided. In

addition, most of the extra SGWS capabilities would be

placed under the staff's control.

3.1.3 Number of sites - The surrogates model and SGWS

model together comprise the site design model. This re-

flects the quality of the teleconference stations. The full

model of the principal design includes one additional factor:

the number of sites.

The number of possible teleconference sites has

been specified as either four, eight, twelve, or thirty-

five. Of course, at any one time, only three to six con-

ferees could engage in a conference. There could, however,

be several conferences at one time.

3.1.4 Central features model - The final component of

the overall teleconference analysis is the central features

model. The baseline design for the central features consists

of all necessary video switching under processor control and

a color hard-copy facility. The factors of the central fea-

tures model represent improvements upon this basic design.

Figure 3-5 presents the three optional central

features. The first anticipates the possibility of incorpor-

ating an optical video disk into the teleconference design.
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This would permit access to a large number of fixed pre-

stored video images such as maps, aerial photography, etc.,

which could be routed to the SGWS's. Because of the large

number of possible images, it is desirable to place the

video disk under computer control. Manual control is,

however, available.

A second central feature anticipates the inclu-

sion of a magnetic video disk. Compared to an optical video

disk, the magnetic video disk has considerably less storage

(about 200 as opposed to 54,000 frames of video). It does,

however, provide a write capability, which is unavailable on

the optical video disk. Such a video storage capability

would be essential for retaining ad hoc video images that

are generated during a meeting; it would also be necessary

for storing briefing materials.

The final central feature entertains the pos-

sibility of including a videotape recorder at the central

switching site. Such a device could be very useful for

storing a record of the meeting. This could be used later

to recall the decisions that were made or to restart an

unfinished meeting. A voice-activated switch could be used

to determine which image to record at each instance. Alter-

natively, a split screen might be employed.

3.2 Assessed Costs and Benefits

Final assessments of costs and benefits for various

system components were obtained in several steps. An ini-

tial model was developed and briefed to MRAL personnel. The

parameters of this model were assessed by DDI teleconference

experts and decision analysts. Some important parameters--

for example, benefit weights--could only be assessed by MRAL

personnel. These weights were assessed in a working session
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with MRAL personnel and DDI decision analysts. Initial as-

sessments, MRAL assessments, and model results were used to

refine the weights into their final form, which is presented

in this section.

3.2.1 The surrogate model - The many interactions

among the variables of the surrogate model made it impossible

to represent accurately total cost and benefit using any of

the available Design model software. As a result, the sur-

rogate design was handled by a separate analysis. The cost-

efficient surrogate designs identified by this analysis were

placed into the overall analysis, along with their calculated

costs and benefits. Interactions occurred in costs; system

benefit was an additive function of component benefits

within the surrogate model.

Costs involved with different surrogate configu-

rations are given by equations (1) and (2) for configurations

without eye contact and with eye contact, respectively. The

cost in equation (1) reflects the fact that when there is no

eye contact, a single camera is sufficient at each telecon-

ference site.

COST = (#SURR x DISP) + CAM (1)

Variables are defined as follows: #SURR represents the num-

ber of surrogates. DISP represents the cost of the display;

this value depends on the size of the display as well as

whether the display is black and white (BW) or color. CAM

represents the costs of a single video camera. This cost

depends on whether the displays are BW or color.

When there is eye contact, i.e., virtual space,

each surrogate includes a camera as well as a display. The

cost of the surrogate configuration is given by equation (2).
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COST = #SURR x (DISP + CAM) (2)

Variable names have the same meaning in this equation as in

equation (1).

The estimated costs for the surrogate model are

shown in Table 3-1. These costs represent equipment costs

alone and do not include costs of installation, operation,

or maintenance.

Benefits for the surrogate model were represented

as the weighted sum of the benefits assessed for each compo-

nent. The benefits for each component were assessed on a

relative scale in which the least beneficial level received

the score 0, the most beneficial received the score 100, and
other levels received intermediate scores in proportion to

their benefit. In addition, weights were assessed to relate

the range in benefit in one variable to the ranges in the
other variables. The assessed benefits and weights are

shown in Table 3-2. Rationale for the benefit scores is

given in Appendix A.I.

3.2.2 The SGWS model - The variables of the SGWS model
were constructed to have independent costs. With the excep-

tion of a single variable, the benefits are also independent

across variables. The single dependency exists between the

locus of control and the other SGWS variables. (Locus of

control will be discussed separately.) For other variables,

costs were assessed for each level, and benefits and benefit
weights were assessed in the manner described in the pre-

vious section. These costs and benefits are presented in

Table 3-3. Rationale for the benefits for all SGWS vari-

ables is presented in Appendix A.2.

The benefits assessed for the SGWS features

assume that these features are easily controlled by the
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Item Estimated Costs

Black and White Camera $ 500

Color Camera $1000

Small Black and White Display $ 300

Large Black and White Display $ 500

Small Color Display S 400

Large Color Dispiay S 8(f0

Table 3-1

COST ESTIMATES FOR SURROGATE MODEL
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Variable Level Weight

1 2 3 4

Number of Surrogates 0 60 90 100 100

Virtual Space 0 100 50

BW/Color 0 100 10

Size 0 100 30

Table 3-2

ASSESSED BENEFITS AND WEIGHTS FOR SURROGATE MODEL
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principals. For most of the features, this requirement

necessitates the transfer of control to a staff who func-

tions as an intelligent interface between the principal and

the system. It was judged that improvements in system

sophistication would not be effective without the introduc-

tion of a staff to control these improvements. On the other

hand, the least sophisticated system was simple enough that

a staff was not needed to operate the system, and inclusion

of a staff would not add any value to the system.

For the reasons mentioned above, the benefit

from addition of staff control may be viewed as a multiplier

of the benefits of the SGWS. Without a staff, SGWS enhance-

ments have no benefits, and the benefit multiplier is 0.

With staff, however, SGWS enhancements may receive their

full value, and the benefit multiplier is 1.0. The cost in-

volved with staff control involves the duplicate equipment

which must be purchased to allow staff control, including a

preview monitor, keyboard, and intercom. The cost of these

extra items was estimated to be $3300 per site.

3.2.3 Number of sites - In addition to the items men-

tioned abcve, the cost of a site includes an estimated $8000

fixed cost for local switching, microphones, furniture,

wires, video switches, and lighting. The total cost of a

number of sites is simply the product of the total site cost

and the number of sites. Thus, number of sites involves no

cost of its own, but is a cost multiplier in determininq

total cost.

Benefits derived from increasina the number of

sites were judged to be greater if the sites were more so-

phisticated than if the sites were less sophisticated.

Assessed benefits shown in Table 3-4 indicate that greater

benefit may be obtained fron increasing the number of sites

from four to twelve than from increasina the sophisitication
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Number of Sites
Site

Sophistication 4 8 12 35

Low-all
Variables at 0 50 80 100
Level 1

High-all
Variables at 20 70 110 150
rNaximuir

Table 3-4

ASSESSED BENEFITS FOR NUMBER OF SITES AS A
FUNCTION OF SITE SOPHISTICATION
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of the sites from the minimum to maximum level. However,

greater benefit is obtained from the improvement in sophis-

tication at twelve sites than is obtained from increasing

the number of sites from twelve to thirty-five. The value

of the benefits and benefit multipliers assigned to this

variable reflect these judgments.

3.2.4 Central features - Both costs and benefits are

independent for the variables of the central features model.

These parameters are displayed in Table 3-5, and rationale

for the benefits is presented in Appendix A.3. In addition

to the costs associated with the Design variables, there was

a fixed cost of $200,000 for central switching hardware,

central processing, image control, and processing and con-

trol software.

3.3 Model Results

Because of the complexity of the interactions in sur-

rogate design, the surrogate model was developed separately

from other models. The cost-efficient surrogate designs

were put into the overall design as levels of a single sur-

rogate variable. The overall analysis identified total

teleconference designs offering the greatest benefit for the

cost expended.

3.3.1 Surrogate model results - There are thirty-two

possible surrogate designs taken from all possible combina-

tions of the four Design variables. Of these designs, the

analysis identified seven as being on the cost-efficient

frontier. The levels of the variables for these seven designs

are shown in Table 3-6 in order of increasing cost and

benefit. A plot of the costs and benefits of these designs

is given in Figure 3-6.
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VARIABLE i: OPTICAL VIDEO DISK

COST BENFT
i NONE 0 0
2 MANUAL (F'/O) 4000 60
3 PROCESSOR (R/O) 25000 100

WITHIN CRITERION WEIGHTS i,00

VARIABLE 2 M'G. VIDEO DI-
Cf)SI BF NFT

i NONE 0 0
2 BUY i 8000 100

WITHIN CRITERION WEIGHTS 40

VAR IABLE 3: VIDEOTAPE
COST BENFT

I NONE 0 0
2 BUY i000 i00

WITHIN CRITERION WEIGHTS 2(

Table 3-5

ASSESSED COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR CENTRAL FEATURES MODEL
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Number of Virtual B/w
Surrogates Space Color Size Cost Benefit

2 No BW Small 1100 0

3 No BW Small 1400 32

4 No BW Small 1700 47

3 Yes BW Larqe 3000 74

4 Yes BW Large 4000 89

5 Yes BW? Large 5000 95

5 Yes BW Large 9000 100

Table 3-6

COST AND BENEFIT OF OPTIMAL CONFEREE
SURROGATE DESIGNS
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Figure 3-6

PLOT OF COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR
COST-EFFICIENT SURROGATE DESIGNS
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Table 3-6 shows that the most cost-beneficial

enhancements to surrogate quality are in the number of

surrogates, followed by the implementation of virtual space

and increase in the screen size. The introduction of color

surrogates was the least cost-beneficial improvement, and

hence was made only at a high level of investment. These

seven designs were used as levels of a surrogate variable in

the overall Design model.

3.3.2 Overall model assessments - In order to perform

the required analysis, it is necessary to assess for each

level of each variable the four parameters, that is, fixed

costs and benefit, and cost and benefit multipliers. The

assessed values of these parameters are shown in Table 3-7.

These values represent the judgments described in Section

3.2. In addition, two judgments were made by MRAL personnel

relating the benefits obtained in the central features, sur-

rogate features, and SGWS features. The first judgment was

that the swing from the lowest to the highest level in the

surrogate design was worth 2.5 times as much as the swing

from the least to the most sophisticated SGWS design. Thus,

if surrogate level receives a weight of 100, the total

weight received by all SGWS factors is 40. The second judg-

ment was that the magnetic video disk in central features is

worth about 70% as much as the primary monitor for the SGWS.

The primary monitor weight was calculated assuming staff

control and thirty-five sites. Site and central fixed costs

are included in variables 12 and 3, respectively.

3.3.3 Cost-efficient alternatives - The Design model

identified twenty-six cost-efficient teleconference designs

with costs ranging from $244K to $3.2M. The costs and

benefits of these designs, shown in Figure 3-7, indicate

that there are great differences in the cost-effectiveness

of enhancements in different areas. As a result, it is

possible to obtain a large proportion of the benefit of
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VAR i: OPTICAL VIDEO DISK

COST COST MULT BENEFIT BEN MULT

NONE 0 1.00 .00 1.00
MANUAL (R/O) 4000 1.00 1.05 1.00
PROCESSOR (RIO) 25000 1.00 1.75 1.00

VAR 2: MAG. VIDEO DISK

COST COSI MULl BENEFIT BEN MULl

NONE 0 1.00 .00 1.00
BUY 18000 1.00 4.38 1.00

VAR 3. VIDEOTAPE

COST COST MULT BENEFIT EN MULl

NON. 200000 1 .00 .00 1 . 0()
blJY 201 00 1.00 3.51 i.00

VA6' 4: NUMBER OF SrTE

COST COS1 MULT BENEFIT BE N M UL

F OUF 0 4.00 .00 .14
EIGHi 0 8.00 50.00 .14
TWELVE 0 i2.00 80.00 .21
TH IRT-F1 VE 0 35.00 i0o.00 .36

VAR 5: SURROGATE LEVEL.

COST COST IULT BENEFIT BEN MULl

2 NO BW SMALL iO0 i.00 1.00
3 NO BW SMALL 1400 1.00 32.00 1.00
4 NO BW SMALL 1700 1.00 47.00 1.00
3 VS BW LARGE 3000 1.00 74.00 i.0
4 VS BW LARGE 4000 i.00 89.00 1.00
5 VS BW LARGE 5000 1.00 95.00 1.00
5 VS COLOR LARGE 9000 i.00 i00.00 1.00

VAR 6: CONTROL LOCUS

COST COST MULT BENEFIT BEN MULl

PRINCI'AL 0 1.00 .00 .00
STAFF 3300 1.00 .00 1.00

Table 3-7

ASSESSED VALUES FOR PARAMETERS
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VAR 7: SWITCHING/INPUT

COST COST MULT BENEFIT BEN MULT

HARD SWITCHING 0 1.00 .00 1.00
+ KEYBOARD 1000 1.00 4.17 1.00
+ TOUCHSCREEN 3000 1.00 9.39 1.00
+ DATA TABLET 4500 1.00 10.43 1.00

VAR 8: PRIMARY MONITOR

COST COST MULT BENEFIT BEN MULT

B/W SIMPLE RASTER 2(0,:00 1.00 .00 1.00
COLOR SIMPLE RAS'ER 3100 1.00 3.48 1.00
B/W FRAME BUFFER 14000 1.00 10.43 1.00
COLOR FRAME BUFFER 15000 1.O0 17.39 i .00

VAR 9: PREVIEW MONITOR

CO.1l COST MULl BENEFIT BEN MUL!

NONE 0 1.00 .00 1.00
B/W SIMPLE RASTER G00 1.00 .87 1 .00
COLOR SIMPLE RASTER i1010) 1.00 1.13 .00
B/W FRI:AME BUFFER 14000 1.00 1.48 1 .00
COLOR FRAME BUFFER i5000 1.00 1.74 i.00

VAR 10: CONTROL. MONITOR

COST COST MULl' BENEFIT BEN MULT

NONE 0 1.00 .00 1.00
ALPHANUMERIC 900 1 .00 3.48 1 .00

VAR ii : STORAGE FACILITY

COST COST MULl BENEFIT BEN MULl

CENTRAL ONLY 0 i.00 .00 1.00
CENTRAL AND LOCAL i8000 1.00 .87 1.00

VAR 12. HARD COPY FACILITY

COST COST MUL BENEFIT BEN MULT

CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR) 8000 1.00 .00 1.00
CENTRAL + B/W LOCAL 13000 1.00 5.48 1.00
CENTRAL+COLOR LOCAL.. 19000 1.00 6.09 1.00

Table 3.7

ASSESSED VALUES FOR PARAMETERS (Contd)
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teleconferencing from a relatively small investment. (The

details of each cost-efficient package are presented in

Appendix B.) This section examines three packages varying

in sophistication and cost, and makes generalizations about

the cost-effectiveness of enhancements to teleconferencing

in various areas.

The three designs examined in this section vary

in cost from $357,800 to $1,791,800. They were chosen

because the package of features they offer seemed reasonable

when compared to the needs of MRAL. The least expensive and

sophisticated of the designs does not include any enhance-

ments to the SGWS but offers some sophistication in the

surrogate design. The mid-level design offers staff control

and some SGWS enhancements. The most expensive design in-

cludes all features except the least cost-beneficial.

Table 3-8 shows a system costing only $100K more

than the minimal system that offers 62% of the relative

benefit. This system involves twelve sites. The only

central feature purchased is the videotape recorder. Al-

though the videotape offers lower benefit than the magnetic

video disk, its much lower cost makes it a better buy. The

individual sites contain three conferee surrogates, each

with its own camera to permit eye contact. The surrogates

are large BW monitors. No improvements have been made t(

the SGWS.

A more sophisticated design, shown ir Tatle - ,

would cost about $1.lI and would offer several enhanceren'

to the SGWS. These enhancemeitts include keyboard an,! # ',-

screen input, a color primary monitor, and an alphanumer,

control monitor. To obtain the benefits fronr the enhan-e'

SGWS, a staff station was added to aid in syster ccntr '

This particular design is the least expensive ccst-Pf'1i-e''

design in which there are any improvements t- the S.,
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OFTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OFITCAL VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 2.
V II)O1 AF"E BUY OF

NUMEER OF SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
S LRROGA'TE LEVEL 3 VS FW LARIGE. 4 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS FR INC I' AL I OF 2
S WITCHING / INFU!T HAF' SWITCHING i OF 4
F'RIM(A i' IONITOR Fi/W SiM ... FA RASIER i OF 4
FREVIEW MONI iO NONE i OF I
CONTROL MC[NIT( R NONE i Of 2
'TORAGE FA CILI T'- CENTRAL NLi i OF 2

HARD COFY FACILITY CENTRAL OiJL'y (COLOF.') i OF 3

BENEFIT: 99.05 (62 FCI" OF MAX)
COST: 357800 (1i FCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

Table 3-8

OPTIMAL LOW-COST DESIGN
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVEL.S ARE

OFTICAL VIDEO DI SK FROCESSOR (R/O) 3 OF: 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 or 2
VIDLOTAFE BUY 2 OF
NUMPER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS PW LAFGm 6 Of 7
CONTROL LOCEU STAFF 2 OF ,?
"'WITCHING/INPLI + IOUCHsCRELN 3 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR SI.MFPLE RASTER 2 Of 4
PREVIEW MONIIR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMLFI C 2 OF 2
'TORAGE FACILJY CENIRAL ONL' I () 2

HARD COPY FACILIT'i CENTRAl.. ONLY (COLOR) i OF 3

ELNCFIT" 149.726 (94 F'CT OF' MAX)
CO 1 1060300 (33 F'CT OF MAX)
WHE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

Table 3.9

OPTIMAL MID-COST DESIGN
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facts that several improvements were made simultaneously and

that staff control was purchased along with these improve-

ments reflect the judgments that staff control was necessary

to obtain any of the benefits from SGWS enhancements. Since

the cost of staff control does not depend on the number of

features controlled, the purchase of staff control becomes

cost-efficient only if there are several features over which

the cost may be divided.

In terms of numbers of sites, central features,

and surrogate quality, the design was at or near the highest

level for all variables. Specifically, all central features

are bought; there are thirty-five sites; and there are five

large, BW surrogates, each with its own camera to allow for

eye contact. The result that surrogate quality is improved

before SGWS quality reflects both the judgment that improve-

ments in the surrogates were more beneficial and the fact

that the improvements in the surrogates are less costly than

those in the SGWS.

Table 3-10 shows a design in which almost all

enhancements have been made. This design gives 99% of the

potential benefits for a cost of $1.8M. The features not

included in this design are those which are prohibitively

cost-inefficient. These features are the color local hard-

copy facility, the local magnetic video disk, the preview

monitor, and the data tablet. The preview monitor and the

magnetic video disk were not included chiefly because of

their extremely high cost. The other two features have a

reasonable cost but do not provide great benefit in addition

to features already present in the system.

Several generalizations may be made from the

cost-efficient designs described above and in Appendix B.

First, the quality of the surrogates is enhanced to a high

level considerably before any improvements are made in the
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THE ACTIVE F'FO.JE C1 Ai't THFIR OF TIMiC L EVE.L"' Ah.i

OFT] CAL VI E U D.I i F 0C L5KUF, ( fh/"U 3 (If 3
MH'iG. V1'JE1I I ].',') 1W D) Of
V I 14 0 T A1d 4.T Of
NtiUmEUfP Of SI'TEI IH]FT4-FIV 4 01 4
SLIRK:,O[.ATE LE.L L L, V.'' UOLoi. L.Ar.ui. , Of.I

CONT1,01 I - 0 U YT i- F" Of -
SW]ICHINIL, NF'LJT 4 1 (IIIC HZ ' E LN O F 4
F'R I Mii FI M'MO T I OF, [Lu.. F1- [.AL DIIFF 4 F 4 f q
F'REvALW MON II OF: NON 1 0 .
CON I PCiL MO: !] I Y i4 F'HANUMF RIt_ 2 f 2 ."TOR-,AGL F IC 1 I ]I- CL -'F ONLY 1 L.

HARD COFY FACILITY C1L_1FAL + 1u.'W LOCWl 2 OF 3

[f N I I i5 E 5064 (9' F'C1 OF: MAX)
(0_7T 17916OO (56 F'CT OF MAX)
TIE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

Table 3-10

OPTIMAL HIGH-COST DESIGN
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SGWS. This result is reas( halle whet - r.
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Specifi,-allv, the im.pr ".erents -r. the srr e were

t- be 2.5 times m, re Leneficial thaT. thse ir ,e S'W

AI s, the surr-cnate enchance-r.*s were i 7.e a* a

siderabl%= l o-wer 7( s t tha. th se ir. t ,e a . A a :'

these c, nsidera*: ns is .he far- th * F W: i.V : .'er' .-

quire the addti:"n f s. saff t I r:e +er. h e- 7

It, , f staff -, nr I f rher in -re e .he 2 t

enhancement s.

A s e 7 n! ,: . rc i7 - . n "s h e t .*.' r. J7

sites -s increase I t .h r'v-fav& " reldt :ve' '

In fact, the irir ver "  .r - -e S :

1, wer c-st than t ht i cLe r -: f ar. : i.':

This resuilt is c--rsisten, wit.h thn , . : "

ments in site Iua.ity are w- r+ .h l as r-: h c, t-

number -f sites. In add1ti n, he .:aliv -c': r vener -,,-

worth less if there are fewer than th:rt-fiv,- sctes.

Finally, central features are intrduce a*m

relatively low cost. The early, intrcducti-n rf ce7'r1d

features results from the fact that these c Fss ate shar- !

amona sites. Thus, as the number of sites increases, -he

central features become increasingly cr st-beneficial.

3.4 Sensitivity Analyses

Section 3.3 described the results and identified s-r-

of the assessments that were critical in producina then. Ir

this section, these critical assessments will be varied, an4

the results will be examined. The three critical assessments

which will be examined are:

O the weiqht of SGWS factors relative to surrnaate

quality;
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the weiqh- (f site quality relative to number of

sites: an-.

* !he c.sts ass'ciated with staff control.

Three de!,en-'en" variahLes will be used in this sensitivity

anal,.'ss: I he c-s+ at which the number of sites is

i-,crease t hlrt,-five, (2) the c',st at which the first

i : e re-en' is T-ade in the £CW
c  and (31 the erst at which

-1'- i + , Vr-enY is made ,: the surrccqate cualitv.

t rf rr the sensitivit\y analyses, the model

wJ : "ee a- ]iti n1 times with chancies in the parameter

- the 2 l reflec-t no chanaes in '-he assumptions

- . ., e _. c.,ances in each ot the runs

C1 1- 5-, ~

r h, ' '" rrn, the weicht f the SG7'WS enhance-

r'ents sc .;nec. frnr 41' .cf that of surrnaate

-_ . ll"'  + the sar-e as that rf surroqate cuality.

F r ht se- r. run, the wercht of site quality was

hjr.ie( fr 7'"' - f that frr number of sites (at

,,r'-..ve sites t< the same as that for number

C sl1eS. Th:s c hdna invc lved dcublina the

Slers fr number of sites.

S:the third run, staff c.ntrcl was assumed; the

c s -' slaff was considered a fixed cost tr make

5ss e ,;ivalent.

The results cf these three analyses, presented

in Tale s-fl, indicate that there is little sensitivity to

relatively larqe differences in these critical assessments.

F.e ,-s -f earh sensi i'ity analysis are discussed below.
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Cost At Which Change Occurs

1st SG1,.S Last Surroqate
Weights 35 Sites Enhancement Enhancement

Original Weight $713,800 S1,060,300 S1,200,3l0

Increased Weight
for SGIWSI $7113,800 $1,039,300 $1,882,800

Increased Weight
for Site Quality $713,800 S1,060,300 S1,200,300

Assume Staff
Control $829,300 $ 899,300 $1,200,300

Table 3-11

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSES ON
CRITICAL ASSESSMENTS
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Making SGWS quality as important as the quality

of the surrogates has little impact on when improvements are

made in the SGWS compared to improvements in the surrogate

or an increase in the number of sites. As in the original

model, the first SGWS improvement occurs after the purchase

of thirty-five sites when the surrogate variable is at its

peni. nate level. The SGWS enhancement occurs before the

• -- sor is added to the optical video disk, as opposed to

after 4n the original analysis. Also, the last improvement

in the surrogate occurs much later in the analysis with

revised weights.

The relative weight of number of sites and site

quality seems to have little impact on the results of the

analysis. In fact, none of the three costs of interest were

changed by changes in this assessment.

Changing the assumptions about the staff also

has a small effect on costs at which the critical enhance-
ments are made. Since staff control is assumed, the cost of

individual sites is somewhat higher than in the other

analyses. Hence, the increase to thirty-five sites occurs

at a somewhat higher cost. The first SGWS improvement

occurs at a lower cost here than in the original analysis.

Because the benefit of the SGWS features is not tied to the

existence of the staff control, SGWS features are added

singly, rather than as a group of simultaneous enhancements.

The first change, the purchase of a keyboard, occurs earlier

than in the other analyses. However, the enhancement still

occurs after the move to thirty-five sites.

Sensitivity analyses indicate that the results

of the analysis are relatively insensitive to changes in the

critical assessments of the Design model. Consequently, one
may be reasonably confident of the recommendations of the

model; these recommendations indicate that central features,
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number of sites, and surrogate quality all offer areas in

which relatively cost-efficient enhancements may be made to

a teleconference system. Enhancements to the SGWS are less

attractive, however, because of the relatively high cost,

compared to the benefit obtained.

I
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4.0 EVALUATION OF SELECTED SYSTEMS

The Design model described in Section 3.0 identified

those functions of a teleconferencing system which could be

performed with varying degrees of sophistication. The model

results specified cost-efficient ways of enhancing system

performance. The focus of this model was strictly to assess

relative benefits for different areas of teleconferencing.

The purpose of the model is to aid in allocating resources

to purchase a cost-efficient teleconference system. The

question of whether or not to purchase a video teleconfer-

ence system was not addressed by the Design model.

Certain other characteristics of the Design model make

it inappropriate as a tool for estimating the total cost of

any specific teleconference system, or for documentation of

the benefits of a specific system. First, the Design model

includes equipment and software costs only. Other costs

such as installation, maintenance, operator salary, and

space for equipment were not included. Second, some of the

costs which were considered fixed costs actually vary some-

what with overall system complexity. Because the variation

of cost did not depend on a single variable, it was not

possible to reflect it in the model assessments. Third,

some interactions could not be considered in the Design

model.

All of these simplifying assumptions were necessary to

create a model which considered a wide range of options in

many areas. Furthern, the errors introduced by these

assumptions are minor and - not affect the relative cost-

effectiveness of different enhancements, especially in light

of the results of the sensitivity analysis described in

Section 3.0. However, they do indicate that the results of

the Design model should be supplemented with a more detailed

analysis of selected video teleconference systems.
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This section describes such a detailed analysis.

First, cost will be detailed for three selected systems, a

four-site system, a twelve-site system, and a thirty-five-

site system with enhancements in the SGWS. The costs of the

systems will then be compared to the various benefits of the

specific video teleconference systems. The purpose of this

analysis is to provide a framework to assist MRAL in deter-

mining whether it is in their best interest to procure a

video teleconference system, considering all costs and

benefits involved.

4.1 Costs of Selected Systems

The three systems selected for detailed analysis of

cost represent a wide range of size and sophistication, from

a four-person demonstration system to a thirty-five-site

system with staff control and several enhancements to the

SGWS. In between these two systems is a twelve-site system

with a baseline SGWS. All systems were chosen from the

optimal systems discovered in the Design analysis. The

twelve- and thirty-five-site systems correspond to the

optimal low- and mid-cost systems described in Section

3.3.3.

4.1.1 Four-site system - The four-site design produced

five percent of the possible benefit in the Design analysis,

and has only two enhancements over the baseline system.

These enhancements are the inclusion of central videotape

and of three surrogates at each site instead of two. The

system is monochrome for both the conferee surrogates and

the SGWS. The costs involved in this system are detailed in

Table 4-1.

Most of the entries in Table 4-1 correspond

exactly to those in the Design model. The $32,000 or site

costs corresponds to the $8000-per-site fixed costs in the

Design model. Other costs are directly associated with
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ONE-TIME

Equipment:

Site Costs (4)

Audio System (4 @ $ 500 each) $ 2,000

Switching (4 @ $3,000 each) 12,000

Furniture, Lighting, Video Switches
(4 @ $4,500 each) 18,000

32,000

Surrogates (3/Site)

Small BW monitors (12 @ $ 200 each) 2,400

BW cameras (4 @ $ 500 each) 2,000

Cabinets (12 @ $ 100 each) 1,2C0

5,600

Shared Graphical Workspace (I/Site)

High resolution BW cameras
(4 @ $1,200 each) 4,800

High resolution 19" BW cameras
(4 @ $ 800 each) 3,200

8,000

Central Features

CPU 11,500
Videotape 1,800
BW Hard Copy 5,000
Time-based Corrector 20,000
Other 10,000

48,300

Equipment Total 93,900

Software (including image processing,
network control, data base management,
and other) 150,000

Installation:

Cable cost (12 lines/site, 4 sites,
.1 mi./line, .10C/ft. of cable) 2,534.40

Cable installation (4.8 mi. @ $ 400/mi.) 1,420

Site installation (4 sites @ $1,000/site) 4,000

Site Construction (4 sites @ $1,000/site) 4,000

12,454.40

ONE-TIME TOTAL $256,354.40

ONGOING

Maintenance (1% of Equipment Cost/month) 11,268/yr.

Table 4-1

.- AILED COSTS FOR A FOUR-SITE TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM
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single Design variables. The costs of the monitors and

their cabinets are separated in Table 4-1, although they

appear together in the Design model. Similarly, costs for

the SGWS monitors and cameras are listed separately here,

although they make up a single Design variable, Primary

Monitor.

The area in which detailed costs differ from

those in the Design analysis is in the central features

fixed costs. The Design model assumed a baseline of $50,000

for equipment and $150,000 for software, for a total fixed

cost of $200,000. However, for the four-site system, the

detailed costs are somewhat less, about $46,500 ($48,300

less $1800 for the videotape.) The main reason for this

discrepancy is that color hard copy was assumed for the

Design model, though it would not be needed for this system.

The cost of installation depends on many factors

specific to the location of the sites within the Pentagon

and to the ease with which necessary cables may be run

between the sites and the central control facility. The

cost of cables was estimated by extrapolating from corre-

sponding costs for a research system which DDI has installed

in its own facility. Because DDI's system also has four

sites, the estimates are probably reasonably accurate for

this design. However, the possibility that extrapolation

would lead to inaccurate estimates is higher for the larger

systems. In addition to costs for cable and its installa-

tion, it was estimated that it would cost $1000 for site

construction and an additional $1000 for installation of

each site.

The cost of maintenance was estimated to be one

percent of the equipment cost per month. This cost is a

typical charge for a maintenance contract for equipment of
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this level of sophistication. Costs involved with use of

space and the system operator were not included in this

detailed description.

4.1.2 Twelve-site system - Aside from the number of

sites, the only difference between the twelve-site system

and the four-site system described above is in the conferee

surrogate design. The twelve-site system enhances person-

to-person communication by incorporating the virtual space

concept and increasing the size of the conferee-surrogate

monitors. The system still does not incorporate color

either in the conferee surrogates or in the SGWS.

Costs for this system are detailed in Table 4-2.

Again, for this system, the central features fixeA costs are

somewhat less than those used in the Design model. Because

such a system would connect all Deputy Assistant Secretaries

of Defense (DASD) within MRAL, the average distance between

each site and the central control location is greater for

this sytem than for the four-site system. Thus, the cost

per site of cabling is greater for this design than for the

four-site system. All other assumptions for the cost calcu-

lations are the same for the two systems.

4.1.3 Thirty-five-site system - The thirty-five-site

teleconference system provides enhanced capabilities in all

three of the areas, central features, conferee surrogates,

and SGWS. In addition to the videotape, the system includes

an optical videodisk with processor control, and a magnetic

videodisk as central features. The conferee surrogate

design provides for five large, monochrome conferee surro-

gates with virtual space. The SGWS features include staff

control, keyboard and touchscreen input, a color primary
monitor, and an alphanumeric control monitor.
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ONE-TIME

Equipment:

Site Costs (12)

Audio System (12 @ $ 500 each) $ 6,000

Switching (12 @ $3,000 each 36,000

Furniture, lighting, video
switches (12 @ $4,500 each) 54,000

96,000

Surrogates (3/Site)

19" BW monitors (36 @ $ 350 each) 12,600

BW cameras (36 @ $ 500 each) 18,000

Cabinets (36 @ $ 150 each) _5,4__ _

36,000

Shared Graphical Work Space (I/Site)

High resolution BW cameras
(12 @ $1,200 each) 14,400

High resolution 19" BW cameras
(12 @ $ 800 each) 9,E00

24,000

Central Features

CPU 11,500
Videotape 1,800
BW Hard Copy 5,000
Time-based Corrector 20,000
Other 10,000

48,300

Equipment Total $204,300

Software (including image processing,
network control, data base management,
and other) 150,000

Installation:

Cable cost (14 lines/site, 12 sites,
.2 mi./line, .10C/ft. of cable) 17,740.80

Cable Installation (33.6 mi. @ $ 400/mi.) 13.440

Site Installation (12 sites 9 $1,000/site) 12,000

Site Construction (12 sites @ $1,000/site) 12,000

55,180.80

ONE-TIME TOTAL $409,480.80

ONGOING

Maintenance (1% of Equipment Cost/mo.) 24,516/yr.

Table 4-2

DETAILED COSTS FOR A TWELVE-SITE TELECONFERENCr SYSTEM
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The details of the costs for this system are

shown in Table 4-3. The central processor required to

control such a network with so many features is considerably

larger than that required for the other two systems. Thus,

the central features fixed costs are $81,000, as opposed to

the $50,000 which was assumed in the Design model. Because

this increase in cost is related more to the overall com-

plexity of the system than to any single variable, it cannot

be accounted for in the Design model. However, an increase

of this small magnitude would not be expected to have a

substantial effect on the results of that analysis. All

other assumptions used to calculate one-time cost are the

same as those for the other systems. Since this system

involves staff control, an additional ongoing expense would

be the salaries of these staff. It was assumed that the

system would be operated by existing staff, but that teL:

percent of their salary would be allocated as a cost of the

system.

4.2 Evaluation Method

The method used to arrive at an overall evaluation of

the selected systems is Multi-attribute Utility Analysis

(MAUA). MAUA techniques are designed for the evaluation of

fixed options that can be characterized as having values on

each of a number (potentially large) of attributes. The

procedure involves scoring each of the options with respect

to its level on each of the attributes and then assessing

the relative importances of the inter-attribute differences

among the options under evaluation. For each option, an

aggregate score is calculated by weighting the option score

on each attribute by the respective importance of that

attribute and summing across attributes.
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ONE-TIMFE

Equipment:

Site Costs (35)

Audio System (35 @ $ 500 each) S 17,500

Switching (35 @ $3,000 each) 105,000

Furniture, lighting, video
switches (35 @ $4,500 each) 157,500

280,000

Surrogates (5/Site)

19" BW monitors (175 @ $ 350 each) 61,250

BW cameras (175 @ $ 500 each) 87,500

Cabinets (175 @ S 150 each) 26,250

175,000

Shared Graphical Work Space (1/Site)

Color Cameras (35 a $2,000 each) 70,000

Color Displays (35 @ $1,100 each) 38,50C

Touchscreens (35 @ $2,000 each) 70,000

178,500

Staff (i/Site)

Alphanumeric Terminal
(35 @ $1,900 each) 66,500

Intercom (35 e S 200 each) 7,000

Color Display (35 @ $1,100 each) 38,500

Color Cameras (35 Q $2,000 each) 70,000

182,000

Central Features

SD!S Videodisc 25,00n
Magnetic Videodisc 18,000
Videotape 1,800
Color Hard Copy 11,000
CPU 40,000
Time-based Corrector 20,000
Other I0,000

125,80n

Equipment Total $941,300

Software (including image processinq,
network control, data base managerment,
and other) 150,000

Table 4-3

DETAILED COSTS FOR A THIRTY-FIVE-SITE TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM
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Installation:

Cable Cost (20 lines/site, 35 sites,
.2 mi./line, .10C/ft. of cable) 73,920

Cable Installation (140 mi. @ $ 
4
00/mi.) 56,000

Site Installation (35 sites 9 $1,000/site) 35,000

Site Construction (35 sites @ $1,000/sit?) 35,000

299,920

ONE-TIME TOTAL $1,291,220

ONGOI CG

Maintenance (1% of Equipment Cost/mo.) 112,95f/yr.

Staff Salary ($20,000/yr per site for
10% of their time on system) 70,000/yr.

$ IS2,95E

Table 4-3 (Con't.)

DLTA[LED COSTS FOR A THIRTY-FIVE-SITE TELECONFERENCE SYSIEI
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Specific analytic steps include:

1. Develop an evaluation structure -

o Identify the options for evaluation.

o Identify attributes important to discrirni-

natinq the values of these options.

o Structure the attributes in an evaluation

framework, i.e., decompose general attributes

into more specific attributes to yield an

evaluation hierarchy.

Briefly, the procedure involves t.e development of a

hierarchical evaluation structure that appropriately inter-

relates a comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. These

criteria have the property that they are relevant to dis-

criminating among the alternatives under consideration. It

may be, for example, that a criterion is generally relevant
to the facility evaluation issue, but that all the alterna-

tives score similarly on that criterion. Such a criterion

is either omitted initially or given a zero weight when it

is later discovered to be of minimal relevance to the eval-

uation at hand.

2. Score the options on the attributes -

o Score each option with respect to each

attribute.

o Perform a relative evaluation; that is,

assign the option considered worst with

respect to the attribute a score of 0--the

best is scored at 100. The remaining options
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are given relative scores between 0 and 100

by comparing them with the 0 and 100 options,

as well as with each other.

Pecord rationale for all scores and enter it

into the computerized evaluation mechanism.

After scoring all alternatives for all criteria, it is

necessary to combine the separate scores into more general

aggregate scores including an overall summary score. The

more aggregate criteria form the higher level hierarchy

factors and are a weighted combination of mere specific

subfactors (criteria).

3. Assess inter-attribute importance weiohts -

o Assign the attributes relative importance

weights. The weight assigned an attribute

reflects the relative importance of the

difference between the 0- and 100-point

options on that attribute as compared to the

importance of the 100-point differences on

other attributes.

Criterion weights are developed that appropriately

interrelate the 100-point ranges established for each cri-

terion. (Recall that all criteria have a 100 percent range,

worst-to-best.) The importance weight assigned a criterion

reflects the increase in importance or benefit involved in

iswinging" that criterion from its lowest level (worst

alternative on that criterion) to its highest level (best

alternative on that criterion). If criterion A receives a

weight of 100 and criterion B a weight of 60, this means

that the observed difference in benefit on criterion B is

about 60 percent of that observed for criterion A. In this

manner, all criteria are interrelated. Note that these
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weights can only be established after the scoring has been

accomplished because the structure evaluates differences in

alternatives. The weights for the bottom-level criteria in

the structure--those for which scores are directly assigned--

are normalized to sum to 100 points. These normalized

weights are denoted as CUMWTS in the printouts. The weight

of a higher level criterion equals the sum of the CUMWTS of

the lower level criteria that compose that criterion.

4. Compute aggregate scores for options -

o Weight the score for an option on each at-

tribute by the importance of the attribute.

These weighted scores are summed to yield

aggregate option scores.

5. Conduct sensitivity analyses -

o Analyze the resultant aggregate scores to

ensure the integrity of scores and weights.

Evaluate the credibility of the results and

examine the sensitivity of the results. The
rationale used to justify scores permits

these scores to be challenged and modified

and then supported by rationale that justi-

fies the revised scores.

o Conduct sensitivity analyses to determine the

effects of variation in weights assigned.

The importance weights assigned to different

factors are varied through reasonable ranges

to identify potential changes in decisions

that might result from a possible uncertainty

or disagreement about weights.

6. Draw conclusions--decision implications.
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4.3 Model and Results

A MAUA model was developed to evaluate four options for

MRAL regarding teleconferencing. The options evaluated,

evaluation structure, assessed sccres and weights, and

results are described in the following sections.

4.3.1 Teleconferencing options - The model evaluated

four options regarding teleconferencing. Two of the options

were the twelve- and thirty-five-site systems described

previously. The four-site system was not included in the

evaluation for two reasons. First, since the four-site

system would serve mainly as a demonstration, it would have

different kinds of benefits than the larger systems, which

would offer potential benefits for actual use. Second, the

twelve-site system offers considerably greater benefit at V
little increased cost; consequently, it offers greater value

to MRAL than the four-site system. The twelve- and thirty-

five-site systems are denoted in tables by V12 and V35,

respectively.

Two additional options were evaluated. The

first is the status quo (denoted SQ in tables), in which

there is no teleconferencing, and all meetings are conducted

face-to-face or on the telephone. The second option is an

audio-only teleconferencing system (AUD). This system was

included as a low-cost alternative to video teleconferencing,

which still allowed a group of individuals to conduct a

meeting without being in the same room. The audio telecon-

ference system was envisioned to be a high-quality intercom

system allowing multiple conferences. This option was not

analyzed in great detail, but was included principally to

provide a standard of comparison for the two video systems.

It was assumed that such a system would be used about one-

third as much as V35.
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4.3.2 Evaluation struct-ire - The four options were

evaluated on sixteen factors which are organized hierar-

chically according to the structure shown in Figure 4-1.

Overall, the factors were organized into two groups repre-

senting costs and benefits. Cost reflects the total cost

involved in the procurement, installation, and maintenance

of the system; thus, both one-time and ongoing costs were

considered. Benefit reflects the facility with which meet-

ings may be conducted under each of the options.

Four types of benefits were considered: meeting

quality, scheduling, time saving, and organizational factors.

Meeting quality refers to the ability of conferees to obtain

and examine critical information, the ability of the leader

to control the flow of the meeting, and the flexibility and

privacy obtained under the options. Scheduling refers to

the ability to arrange both people and facilities to sched-

ule meetings which are either planned or ad hoc. Time

savings refers to the ability of the options to reduce the

unproductive time spent in travel or waiting for meetings.

Finally, organizational factors measures the ability of the

options to give equal access to the ASD by all DASD's and

the ability of a DASD to get information from throughout the

office.

4.3.3 Assessed scores and weights - Options were

scored on each factor on a relative scale in which the best

option received the score 100, and the worst option received

the score 0. The assessed scores and weights are shown in

Table 4-4. Rationale for the scores is presented in Appen-

dix C.

The weights interrelate the ranges of scores on

various factors. Two notes need to be made about the weights.

As is common practice, ongoing expenses were considered five

times as important as one-time expenses. The weights assigned
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Table 4-4

ASSESSED SCORES AND WEIGHTS FOR TELECONFERENCE MAU EVALUATION
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to these factors reflect this judgment. The weight of cost

relative to benefit was not assessed initially. The results

of the analysis hinge on this weight, which depends greatly

on the MRAL assessment of the extent of benefit, and a

sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect

of variation of the weight within this range. This analysis

is described along with the other results.

4.3.4 Results - Table 4-5 shows the overall scores for

the systems at each level of the evaluation structure except
the top level. Each matrix represents a single node in the

evaluation hierarchy. For example, the second matrix in

Table 4-5 shows the utility score related to the cost of the

options; one of the two major components of the evaluation.
The table lists the two components of cost, one-time and

ongoing. The total score is the weighted average of the

scores on the two components with weights given in the

column labeled "WT".

The next three columns give the scores of the

four options on each of the two cost components, and the

overall cost utility. The overall cost scores indicate that

the thirty-five-site system is quite expensive compared to

the other three alternatives. In fact, the difference in

cost between the thirty-five and twelve-site systems (76

points) is over three times the difference between the

twelve-site system and the status quo (24 points). The

difference in total costs reflects a difference occurring

both in one-time and ongoing costs. The first column to the

right of the scores is a measure of discrimination which,
for this analysis, is the same as the CUMWT. The CUMWT,

which was explained earlier in this section, is displayed in

the final column.
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0 - TELECONFER
FACTOR WT SQ AUD V12 V35 D12C1 CUMWT fLL,

1) COSTS " 50) 100 97 76 0 50.00 50.00
2) BENEFi 50) 29 9 36 55 90 50.00 50.00

TOTiL 64 67 65 4'5 1 00 .00 100.00

- TELECONFER - COSTS
FACTOR WI SQ AUD Vi V35 1 D111 CUMUT FLf.

1) ONF-1IME ' 1 00 97 6B 0 29.00 29.0C,
2 ' IN G I NCG * . 42 1 ) 0 9 £16 B.- . 0 1

101 (- i 00 97 76 0 .

I E L.1'CONF [F: Bl1'NEF 1 I
F O CTOF W '-i AUlIJj V 3 C, H 1SI 1 UMU I f I i.

1 MEET Ql.A[. 9,.) i 0? 5 . 9 6 , 4 . 14. S O
2 SLI IAL L. 1Nr , 10) 0 49 64 1 ,1, 9.0
3 11 h[. .7A;N , ( 39 , r . 1 ('. 1 ' 'I .. i

"2.1 -- iFLEC:O!NFEF: I [CMI -- ri C)" 0I I

F ACI'k BJ W -. I VW T'. D1 JC I Il1w) I I
I ) -4VM61L. I N 0 ( 4b) 1''' 0 76 ' 6.90 .(.

M. MI I CNIRL 2 44 .'",, 0) 70 7, .4, 4%
3) FL-EX I{t- 1 ', 10) jo,' 5,, ' , 1 .3B 1 .2,:

4) F'Fi" 1VCt ,. i?) C0,0 C i 30 2.76. 2.76
* : 10': ' 54' t5 14. i4 1,,,1

2 1 . 1 - L EL ,N FER -- OL FFIlS - M-E T Q11L - AVA I I 114 (I
InCET OR Wi S U U)6 V V] D],_ . ELIM.61 f L t,

1) F FAREL *I 2u) i10 0, 60 90 1 .30 ..
D) . FI. *- 80) 100 0 80 90 ,k ,
ITL 100 0 76 9 6 .90 6 .'

Table 4-5

AGGREGATED SCORES FOR TELECONFERENCE MAU EVALUATION
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2.2 - TELECONFER - BENEFITS - SCHEDULING
FACTOR WT SQ AUD V12 V35 DISCi CUMWi FI-,

i) PLANNED ( 36) 0 35 44 100 3.37 3.37
2) AD HOC ( 63) 0 5' 76 100 5. 6- 5.62

TOTAL. 0 49 64 iOO 9.00 9.00

2.2.1 - TELECONFF R - BENEF IT -T SCHEDULIN; FI- AN N 1-,
FAC OR WT SQ AUD Vi 2 ', ISr I .LMWI F I C,

1) FACILITY ( 80) 0 35 40 100 02.7 "

2) FEf. * ( 20, 0 35 60 10 .6,7
TOTAI 0 35 44 100 3.:, ..7

2. " - T .L.ECONF ER - ENEMI S ii s Hi 1001 ]3 , Ai ii
FACTOF W T ('1 A U ) V 1 2 V," D 1 sC I I If ,

f ) F LC] t. IY *( . 0 75 80 100 3.13 1
P E 0 r L 4 4 1 0 3 t 7 0 i 7,) i),0 , ' 0

i At. 57 7e . )(m- 5. ,,3

A.3 IMLLL..LONF Ek,. - [NEF 31 11 ME SW, "J,
FACIUK WT Q'' Alb i 2I V'. iE i Cl 11W F

2) 1fEAVE I Y) 0 54 ( "> . , .

10141, 0 3 5 100 1 m/.5< 1 '<. 0

2.3.1 -. I E.L C FI F V,! - BI:N [F . -J TIME AV ' -- AVN I

FAC 1OF, W- 4 SU AUD Vi...' 1 ) l,'C i C 1MW I I I

i) DA D 0. ' ( . Y , 90 I0,), 3. 31 3.34

) D.FL CDL *) 40) 3 " 0 0 0.2. 2.•.

TOM 0 35 54 100 5.57 5.'7

2.4 ILLECUNF ER -- 1L NEF I T OF I Ac. IOf,
FACTOR W1 SQ Ali VI2 V35 M CI MiMiI ui C,

i) SPAN CNi RL 6( - ) 0 90 0 00 3.89 3.89 .

21 EQUI.. ACCE * ( 44) 0 90 60 100 3.11 3. i i

IiAL 0 90 27 100 7.00 7.00

Table 4-5 (Con't.)

AGGREGATED SCORES FOR TELECONFERENCE MAU EVALUATION
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The third matrix in Table 4-5 shows the overall

benefits of the four options. This matrix indicates that

status quo with exclusively face-to-face meetings offers the

greatest meeting quality. However, for the other three

attributes of benefit, the thirty-five-site video telecon-

ference system offered the greatest value. The total

score, representing the weighted average of the four attri-

bute scores, gives the decided advantage to the larger

teleconference system.

The first matrix in Table 4-5 does not show the

total score for the options considering both cost and bene-

fit because these top-level factors were not weighted at

this point in the analysis. Figure 4-2 shows the overall

cost utility and benefit of the four alternatives. Exami-

nation of this figure shows a close relationship between

cost and benefit for the options; the more expensive options

also give the greatest benefits. Thus, the weight of bene-

fit compared to cost is critical in determining which option

is chosen.

The problem in finding these critical top-level

weights is one of determining the cost equivalent of the

benefits derived from the teleconferencing. Specifically,

the weight relates the benefit of a hypothetical system

combining the meeting quality of face-to-face meetings with

the scheduling, time savings, and organizational advantages

of the large teleconference option. Of course, many of the

benefits are subjective and very difficult to quantitate in

terms of dollar values. Some of the factors, specifically

those involving time savings, do allow a direct comparison

to cost.

A reduction in the time spent waiting for meet-

ings is one of the major benefits of teleconferencing. This

factor represents 28% of the total benefits in the evaluation
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model. By placing a range on the amount of time saved by a

teleconference system, and on the value of this time, one

can obtain a reasonable range of relative value of benefit.

At a minimum, it was assumed that a thirty-five-site system

would save each of its users two hours a week. This time

savings was valued at twenty-five dollars per hour. At this

rate, the value of the annual time savings in waiting for

meetings to begin would be $87,500 aggregated over the

thirty-five users of the system. Since this factor repre-

sents 28% of the total benefits, the overall benefits would

correspond to a cost savings of $312,500 annually.

For a maximum estimate of time savings, it was

assumed that six hours were saved weekly by each user. This

time was valued at fifty dollars per hour. With these esti-

mates, the value of the time savings amounts to $525,000,

giving the value to all benefits of $1,875,000. Using these

values to determine the range for the weight of benefit

implies that benefit must have a weight between 40% and 80

of all factors in the model.

The effects of varying the weight of benefit

from 40% to 80% are shown in the sensitivity analysis in

Table 4-6. This table shows the overall score for the four

options as the weight of benefit is varied. The option with

the highest score is indicated with an asterisk. Table 4-6

shows that the optimal option depends greatly on the weight

of benefit within the reasonable range. If the weight of

benefit is near 40%, then either the audio system or the

status quo is preferred. If the weight is near 80%, then

the larger video teleconference system is preferred. In the

intermediate range, the twelve-site system is preferred.

The scores of SQ, AUD, and V35 all vary greatly

with the weight of benefit. Thus, the forty-point shift in

weight is associated with a shift in overall score of between
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2 BENEFITS - CURRENT CUMWT: 50.00
CUMWT SQ AUD V12 V35
40.0 72 73* 67 36
44.0 69 71* 66 40
48.0 66 68* 66 43
52.0 63 66* 65 47
56.0 60 63 64* 50
60.0 57 61 63* 54
64.0 55 58 6 58
68.0 5:2 56 .' 61
72. . 49 5*4 l 5
( 6. ': 4I 6 51 60 60

80. 0 43 49 59 Y2*

Table 4-6

SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO WEIGHT OF BENEFITS
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24 and 36 points for these three options. The score of V12

is much less sensitive to variation in weights. For this

option, the swing in weight leads to only an eight-point

swing in overall score. Furthermore, the V12 option re-

ceives a reasonably good score regardless of the relative

weights of costs and benefits within this range. If there

were no further information about the extent of benefits

from the video teleconference systems, then it would be

reasonable to recommend the V12 option. However, the over-

all sensitivity of the results to the extent of benefits

indicates that MRAL should quantitate carefully the extent

to which a teleconference system would find use within the

office, and the extent to which use of the system would save

time.

4.3.5 Discussion - The results of the MAUA model

indicate that video teleconferencing can offer a cost-

effective solution to problems of scheduling meetings,

providing access by all DASDs to decision data and to the

ASD, and avoiding wasted time involved in transit to and

from meetings and waiting for meetings to begin. Whether

this solution is cost-effective for MjkATh depends on whether

benefits are more closely approximated by the minimum or

maximum values of the sensitivity analysis. Without further

information, it appears that a twelve-site video teleconfer-

ence system would be the best option for MRAL.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The analyses described in this report address two

questions: First, how should a video teleconference system

be designed to obtain the greatest benefit for the cost?

Second, do the benefits obtained from one of the cost-

efficient designs justify its procurement? The first ques-

tion was addressed using a cost-benefit Design model; the

second was addressed using a MAU evaluation model.

The results of the Design model indicate several cost-

beneficial areas in central features and surrogate design

for enhanced performance. Enhancements in the SGVWS, in

general, offer less value for the cost than the other

areas. Nevertheless, those areas of the SOWS providing the

most attractive investment were identified. The relative

ranking of SGWS enhancements versus other areas seems rea-

sonable given the state of development of the technologies

in these areas. The technology involved in transmitting the

images of the conferees has existed for quite awhile; fur-

thermore, video equipment is mass-produced at a low cost.

In contrast to the mature video technology, the tech-

nology for providing enhancements in the SGWS is still

developing. Costs in many of these areas are relatively

high. Although current SGWS enhancements are relatively

cost-inefficient, in the future, these costs will be ex-

pected to decrease. Thus, the baseline cost for future

teleconference systems will be expected to remain rela-

tively constant or decrease slightly. The cost of enhanced

capabilities will be expected to decrease dramatically in

the coming years. A reasonable strategy for procurement of

video teleconferencing is consistent with the recommenda-

tions of the Design rmdel. That is, for the present, money

should be directed toward developing the communication
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network and the communication of the images of the con-

ferees. SGWS enhancements will be more cost-efficient in

the future.

The MAU evaluation model documents both the costs and

benefits associated with video teleconferencing. The re-

sults indicate that procurement of a video teleconference

system may be justified by its benefits if those benefits

are as great as estimated in this analysis. The benefits

come from several sources. Chief among these sources is the

savings derived from decrease in travel time and unproductive

time spent waiting for meetings to begin. In addition,

benefits are obtained from increased ease of scheduling and

increased access to both individuals and information. On

the other hand, the quality of teleconferenced meetings is

not expected to attain the level of face-to-face meetings.

A critical assessment in the MAU analysis is that of

the importance of the benefits obtained relative to the

costs of procurement and operation. A sensitivity analysis

indicates the importance of careful assessment of this

critical weight. If the benefits are sufficient, the model

would indicate that procurement of a twelve-site or even a

thirty-five-site teleconference system would be justified.

The results of these analyses lead to two recommenda-

tions. First, MRAL should examine the benefits from tele-

conference to determine if the estimates used in this anal-

ysis are reasonable and to pinpoint the expected benefits

within the range of reasonable values. The line of reason-

ing used in obtaining the current estimates may be used to

obtain a refined weight of benefits relative to costs. The

option recommended by the analysis may then be determined by

examining the sensitivity analysis shown in Table 4-6.
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Second, if the expected benefits fall near the center

of the range used in this analysis, the MAU analysis would

recommend the procurement of a twelve-site video telecon-

ference system as outlined in this report. Such a system

has advantages over smaller systems in that it is a large

enough system to provide real value to MRAL, rather than

value merely as a demonstration system. Furthermore, such a

system would be expandable to include more sites or more

sophisticated sites as the need arose or enhancements became

cost-effective. However, the recommendation of the model is

dependent on PIRAL's evaluation of the extent of benefit

obtained. If the benefit is low, then MRAL should not

procure a teleconference system, or it should consider an

audio teleconference system. If the benefit is higher, a

larger teleconference system such as the thirty-five-site

system should be considered.
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APPENDIX A

RATIONALE FOR BENEFITS OF
TELECONFERENCE DESIGN VARIABLES
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF COST-EFFICIENT
SYSTEM DESIGNS
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 2
VIDEOTAPE NONE i OF 2

NUMBER OF SITES FOUR i OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 2 NO BW SMALL i OF' 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIPAL I OF 2

S"WITCHING/INF'L!T HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTIE i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF- 5
CONTROL MON] TOR NONE i OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENIAL. ONL. OF 2
HARD COFY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COL.OP) I OF 3

BENEF 11 : 0 (C F'iT OF MAX)
CO7T 2444400 , PCT OF MA '
THE EXCESS RE1OUCE I0 C

THE ACTIVE FROJECI.' ANT.) THF I' OF"T iMAi. LEVEL.S At

OFTIC1 AL V]I'LO ) SRK N UNLI- i 1 3
MAG. VIDEO )ISK NONE i OF 2
V1IDEOTALPE NUNL I OF- 2
NUMBER OF SITES, FOLIR i Of 4
SUFPROLGA-TE LEV'[L 3 NO BW SMALL, 2 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIP'A.L 1 OF 2
WIT CHING/INFUT HAR) SWITCHING i OF 4

F'RIMAR! MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER i OF (i
PREVIEW MONITOR NiNE i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE 1 OF 2
STORAGE FAC1L.JY CENTRAL ONLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACIL IT'i CEN RAL ONLY (COLOR: 01 OF

BENEFII 4.48 (3 FCI OF MAX)
COST 245600 (8 F'Cl OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS C

B-2
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK NONL I OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE I OF 2
VIDEOTAFE BUY 11 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES FOUR i OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 3 NO BW SMALL 2 OF 7
CONTFROL LOCUS FRINCIPAL. 1 OF 2"
SWI 1HING! INFLI I HAFLI) SWITCHING I1 O1 4
FRIMARY MONIIOR D/W SIMPLE RASI--R 1 OF ,4
PREV IE W MONITOR NONE 1 i o
CONTROL MONITOR NOL4- i OF 2
STC'Ri GE FAC 1 LIIY CE NI RAL ONL 1 or 2
HARI) COF Y FACILIT't CENIRAL ONL. (COLOR) i or-

BEINEFIi 7.99 (' , CI OF MA.
CS "1 247400 (8 FCT 0- MA.)
1IHE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

IHE AC I ,E F RO JEC T.- AN. I. 1-E I. OF"T I AI L EVE L S, ArI

OF'TILAL VII)EO 0 1)1'I. NO, NE. I Of 3
MAG. VTDEO Ir I.1 NONE i OF 2
VIDE101AFE BUY 2) OF 2
NUMBER OF SIE' FOUR i OF 4
SLJRFkOGATE LEVE I. 4 NO BW SMALL 3 01 7

CONTROL LOCUS FR INC I PAL i OF "2
SWI TCHING "I NFUT HARD SW] ICHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR l-/W SIMPLE RASI7ER I OF 4
F'REVIE.W MONITOk NONE i OF 5

CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF
STORAGE' FACIL.]ITY CENIRAL, ONLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACIL ITY CENTRAL ONL.I (COL1.) 1 OF

BENEF11 10.09 (6 PCI OF MAX,)
COST 248600 (8 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

13- 3
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OFTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK NONE I OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 2
VIDEOTAFE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES EIGHT 2 OF 4
EUF:ROGAIE LEVEL. 3 NO bW SMALL 2 OF 7
CUNTOL LOCUS FRINCIFAL 1 OF 2
SWIT CHING/INFUT HARD SWITCHING I OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR /LW SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
PRE-VIEW MONITOR NONE I OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2
STOFAGE FACILI-IY CENIRAL ONLY OF 
HARE' -L.OFY FAC[ILIT') CENITiRAI ONLY COL O.) 0F

B i.F:l I . Y9 1 3c F'Ci OF MAx
COST . 293000 (9 F, CI O0F MAX
I FIf EXC-, F I-. 0 k C E ] . 0

IFH CTI E F'FO,JI CT.' AOi) [HEIF (Fli ]ImTh i L.EVE.I._.N' AF,E

O 1"IC L V1 D[. I. ] i- N I f OF
MAU. VII.E() ID,].k NO . 1 Of 2

N)IMf:FR OF E EIGHT OF 4
S LIRtill0 t A LEV'tA. 4 N C- [W SMALL 3 OF
CONIROL. L.(l I.(1 FRINC] I l1 OF 2
.W] i CHING /] 01-11i HAF-I SWITL I.IINc, 1 0l1 4

FRIHMARY MON]IOP EWW .'MILE 0CT CF L1 4
F'<EV.IEW MONi'Ii F< O ONE OF
CONTROl.. MON I 1OF. Noh- 1 OF I
ST CRAG E: F AC IL l T C I:- TRAL ON L. T I Of 2
HAF C. C OI Y F: A.. .L IT C El NI kAL. ON LI ' C 0L F i 0lF 3

BENEFIi c0.09 (N3L FI I OF MAX)
C (,.s1 295400 (9 FC' OF >
1t!C 1 LC1.'§ R[-.( IiC IE S 0
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IHE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OFTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OI'TIC(:)L. VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE I OF _
V . I)E-Ol Ar F BU t..Z OF,
NUMBER OF SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 4 NO -W SMALL 3 OF T
CONTROL LOCU.S FRINCIFAL 1 OF 2
S'WI I CHING/ INF'UT HARD SW]1CHI N(, i OF 4
FRIMARY MONITOR li W SIMFILE R,,IF.1 O F 4
F'FREI E W M0N] JOG NONE 1 OF S
CONTROL Mt.NITOF NONE 1 OF 2

OR1O:1: GE FACIL1.] ' CENT RAL O _ N L OF :'
HARD COFY F 0Cl IL-I) CENTRAL ONI Y (COLO: I Of

bENI-FVi C) . (58 FC l OW O )

I- -IL EXCL [., ' :,ES'OLPCF t ,

T HE 6( II F:'F:'O JI E : IJ gND IHF IR F' ] _ I 0 Fv IFL.

OFTICAL VIDE[O DI2'K NOWI:. 1 l '
MAG. VTIDEO DISK N 0NF 0 OF 2
VI) E OT lL bil' '( 0
NUMF: F TI OF 4TES TWI.L VE 3 OF 1J
"'URROGAIE LEVEL 3 VS BW LAR(GF 4 Of'
CONTROL. LOCUS FRI NC I AL 1 OF "
SWI TI-I N G." ] NF'UT HfORD SW]. I CH ING 1 OF 1
FR; MARY MO0NITOR biW ,S'IMF:,LE RASTER O oi-
PREVIEW MONITOP NONE 1 0F 5
CONTROL MONITOf," NONE i OF 2
SrO':AGI, FA I L I " CENI RA ONLY, 1 OF 2
HARI, COPY F:ACIL.I TY CENTRAL ONLY (COl. O IT fOF 3

EL NFIT YY.0 '; (,62 FCT OF MA7,)
COSl 357 00 (1 1 FI'CT OF MA.'
1H[ EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK MANUAL (R/O) 2 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 3 VS BW LARGE 4 OF 7
CONTROL. LOCUS PRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT HARD SWITCHING I OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL OiJLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR) i OF 3

BENEFIT: i00.i (63 FCI OF' MAX)
COST: 361800 (ii F'CT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVEL:S ARE

OFT I CAL_ VII)EO DISK NONE i OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE i OF 2
VIDEOTAF'E BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL. 4 VS BW LARGE 5 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS FRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWITCHING/INF'UT HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE* i OF 5
CONTROL. MONITOR NONE i OF 21
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY i OF 2

HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR): I OF 3

BENEFIT: 102.2 (64 FCT OF MAX)
COST: 369800 (12 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK MANUAL (R/0) 2 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK NONE .i OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 4 VS BW LARGE 5 Of- 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/U SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
P:REVIEW MONITOR NONE I OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTR'%AL ONLYi i OF 21
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR). i OF

BELNEFI 1: 103.25 '65 P'Cl OF MAX'
COST 373800'( PCT OF MAX)
T HE E X C L R kE "'0U fC L IS ()

THE ACTIVE FROJECIS AIb 'THEIR or'TIMAiL LEVELS A RA.

OPTICAL Vi DELu DISK~ MANUAL (R./C) 2 OF 3 I
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUx 2 OF2
V IDE:01. BUY 2) OF- 2)
NLJMF!ERk Or' SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 4 VS BW LARIGE 5 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWITCHING/):NPUT HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE: i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY i OF .2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR): I OF 3

BENEFIT: 107.63 (67 PCT Or MAX)
COST. 391800 (12 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK MANUAL (R/O) 2 OF 3
MAC. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF' SITES TWELVE 3 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS BW LARGE 6 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWITCHING/INF'UT HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMAFY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL. MONTTOR NONE I OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY i OF: 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR) i OF 3

BENEFII i08.89 (68 PCI OF MAX)
COST 403800 (13 PCT OF MAX)
IHE" EXCCSS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDE-O DISK MANUAL (R/O) 2 OF ?5
MAG. VIDEO DISI BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEIOTAF' BUY 2 OF'
NUMF"ER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 4 VS FBW LARGE 5 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWIICHING/INPUl HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMFLE RASTER i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF' 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY I OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR) i OF 3

BENEFIT: 140.98 (88 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 713800 (22 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS e
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK MANUAL (R/O) 2 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS BW LARGE 6 OF' 7
CONTROL LOCUS PRINCIPAL I OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER I OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2-
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR): i OF 3I

BENEFIT: i43.i4 (89 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 748800 (23 FCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE 

OF'TICAL VIDEO DISK FROCESSOR (R/O) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FT,.. 4 OF- 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS BW LARGE 6 OF 7
CONTROL L9CUS PRINCIPAL i OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT HARD SWITCHING i OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR B/W SIMPLE RASTER i OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR NONE i OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR). i OF 3

BENEFIT: 143.84 (90 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 769800 (24 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL. VIDEO DISK FROCESSOR (R/O) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS BW LARGE 6 OF7 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF' 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + TOUCHSCREEN 3 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR SIMPLE RASTER 2 OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY i OF 2

HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR): i OF 3

BENEFIT: 149.726 (94 FCT OF MAX)
COST: 1060300 (33 FCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL. VIDEO Dl 5< R)CESSOR (R/O) : 3 OF: 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAFPE BUY 2 OF- 2
NUMBER OF' SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 0 F 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + TOUCHSCREEN 3 OF' 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR SIMPLE RASTER 2 OF 4
FREVIEW MONITOR NONE I OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL. ONLY i OF' 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY (COLOR) i OF 3

BENEFIT: 151.526 (95 FCT OF MAX)
COST: 1200300 (37 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK PROCESSOR (R/O) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY :2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL. 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF . OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + TOUCHSCREEN 3 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF 4
F'REVIE,.j MONITOR NONE I OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALF'HANUMERIC .7 OF2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY I OF.2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL. ONLY (COLOR): i OF 3

BENEFIT: 156.5336 (98 FCT OF MAX)
COST 1616800 (50 PCT OF MAX)
(HE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PIFROJECIT S AND THEIR OFTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK FROCESS'OR (R/O) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF'2
VI)EOTAFE I.iUY . OF1. .'
MUBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 0OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL '5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 OF 7
CONTROL.. LOCUS STAFF: 0F 2"
SWITCHING/INPUT + TOUCHSCREEN 3 OF' 4
PRIMARY' MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF- 4
PREVIEW MONITOR NONE i OF 5
CONTROL. MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENIRAL ONLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL + B/W LOCA. 2 OF 3

BENEFIT: 158.5064 (91- PCT OF MAX)
COST: 1791800 (56 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE P'ROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK PROCESSOR (R/O) 3 OF 3
MAG. VTDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY"2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF .2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + TOUCHSCREEN 3 OF: 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF 4
PREVIEW MONIIOR B/W SIMF'LE RASTER 2 OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILIT'i CENIRAL ONLY i OF -I
HARD COPY FACI.IIY CENIRAL- + B/W LOCAL 2 OF 3%

BENEFIT- 1.58.Pi96 (99 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 1819800 (;7 PCT OF: MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OF:'TI AL VIDEO DISK PROCESSOR (R/0 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF .
VIDE(OTAF'E BUY 2 OF- 2
NUMBER OF SITIES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL. 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 OF' 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INFUT + TOUCHSCREEN 3 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF 4
FREVIEW MONITOR COLOR SIMPLE RASIER 3 OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALF'HANUMER1C 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY I OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL. + B/W LOCAL 2 OF 3

BENEFIT: i58.9132 (99 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 1830300 (57 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK PROCESSOR (R/O) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + DATA TABLET 4 OF 4
PRIMA'Y MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF 4
PREVIEl' MONITOR COLOR SIMPLE RASTER 3 OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC2 OF ,
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL ONLY I OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL + B/W LOCAl 2 OF 3

BENEFIT: 159,287. (100 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 1882800 (59 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPIIMAL LEVELS AR11.

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK PROCESSOR (R/O) : 3 O 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY a 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF' .?
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEl. 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 (F 7

CONTROL LOCUS STAFF 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + DATA TABLET 4 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF 4
FREVIEW MONITOR COLOR SIMPLE RASTER 3 OF 5
CONTROL. MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILI'TY CENTRAL ONLY i OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL+COLOR LOCAL 3 OF 3

BENEFIT: 159.5072 (100 PCT OF MAX)
COST: 2092800 (65 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DISK PROCESSOR (RIO) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUY 2 OF 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF' 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4
SURROGATE LEVEL 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 OF 7
CONTROL LOCUS STAFF 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INPUT + DATA TABLET 4 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 4 OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR COLOR SIMPLE RASTER 3 OF 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL AND LOCAL 2 [2F
HARD COF'Y FACILITY CENTRAL+COLOR LOCAL 3 OF 3

BENEFIT: 159.8204 (100 PCT OF MAX>
COST: 2722 8 0 (E5 PCT OF MAX)
THE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0

THE ACTIVE PROJECTS AND THEIR OPTIMAL LEVELS ARE

OPTICAL VIDEO DI3K PROCESSOR (RIO) 3 OF 3
MAG. VIDEO DISK BUS' 2 OV 2
VIDEOTAPE BUY 2 OF 2
NUMBER OF SITES THIRTY-FIVE 4 OF 4

F'U0RROGATE LEVEL 5 VS COLOR LARGE 7 Or 7

CONTROL. LOCLIS STAFF 2 OF 2
SWITCHING/INF'UT + DATA TABLET 4 OF 4
PRIMARY MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER' 4 OF 4
PREVIEW MONITOR COLOR FRAME BUFFER 5 OF' 5
CONTROL MONITOR ALPHANUMERIC 2 OF 2
STORAGE FACILITY CENTRAL AND LOCAL 2 OF 2
HARD COPY FACILITY CENTRAL+COLOR LOCAL 3 OF 3

BENEFIT: 160.04 (100 FCT OF MAX)
COST: 3209300 (100 PCT OF MAX)
7HE EXCESS RESOURCE IS 0
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APPENDIX C

RATIONALE FOR SCORES
OF TELECONFERENCE MAU ANALYSIS
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